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Our Solution
Skry is based on 5 components, all of which incorporate the latest advances in machine and
artiﬁcial intelligence in one way or another in order to for example improve the quality of the
data or detect hidden patterns. Blockchain investigations can be burdensome and protracted.
Skry’s blockchain intelligence platform automates and enhances every step in a blockchain
investigations and helps analysts get leads in ongoing cases or look for corroborative
evidence.
Once on the platform, Skry enables analysts to intuitively interact with Bitcoin and other data
sources through a suite of powerful artiﬁcial intelligence enabled analytical applications.
Analysts can search across all data sources at once, visualize relationships, explore
hypotheses, and discover unknown connections, surface previously hidden patterns, and
share insights with other teams.
With all data, tools and analytical applications in one environment, Skry leverages advanced
detection and alert enrichment technologies, allowing analysts to seamlessly pivot from
detection to deep-dive investigations to reduce incident response time, and enabling
organizations to detect illicit activities and pin-point criminals, providing a holistic, end-to-end
blockchain intelligence solution.

Ingestion Pipelines
Investigations on the blockchain require analysis of data that is both extremely complex and
extremely sparse. Skry’s ingestion pipelines are designed to deal with any kind of data,
structured or unstructured and clean, transform and normalize data for further use inside the
platform.
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Graph Processing
Despite the moderate mainstream usage of Bitcoin, with over 150 million transactions and
almost 3 outputs per transaction the resulting graph poses a non-trivial data challenge. Skry’s
proprietary and highly optimized blockchain graph engine allows for traversals at extreme
speed and quickly explore different paths on the blockchain.

Address Clustering
Address clustering is a well-studied
methodology for blockchain forensics.
Despite the awareness of this privacy
weakness in the Bitcoin network, it has
repeatedly

proven

effective

in

advancing investigation and linking
pseudonymous

actors

on

the

blockchain to their real world entities.
As can be observed in the above depiction of blockchain transactions, it is evident that
clustering can dramatically simplify the view of the network and allow analysts to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of their investigations. Skry has been working with the pioneer of
this technology since 2014 and is continuously improving the methodology to prevent against
a variety of attack vectors.

Data Enrichment
The blockchain is not enough. In order to bridge the gap between the cyber and the real world,
Skry aggregates and fuses a multitude of different datasets,
-

Bitcoin Data // Outputs, Transactions, Address, Cluster and Network Datasets

-

Public Data // Clear and Dark Web Data

-

Proprietary & Third-party Data // Databases of Bitcoin Threat actors, Indicators of
Compromise (IOC) Intelligence Reports, IP

The combination of those datasets with the latest advances in artificial intelligence allows
Skry to provide a unique perspective into the blockchain.
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Artificial Intelligence
At a high level, two approaches for detecting suspicious activity are possible:
deanonymization and anomaly detection. The latter consists of identifying patterns of activity
associated with known suspicious cases, what is known as supervised learning, or simply
providing statistics about the activity and measuring deviations from a threshold, what is
known as unsupervised learning. Some of these techniques are already widely used in
traditional financial services, especially those that focus on volume, frequency and
velocity. Not all anomalies are indicative of illicit activity, however. The goal is to detect
transactions that are both anomalous and suspicious, and therefore reportable.
At Skry, we use Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning technologies combined with
evolutionary behavioral, predictive, graph and descriptive-prescriptive analytics to not only
learn from the past, but to anticipate and predict illicit activities, suspicious user behavior,
fraud or anomalies, and provide actionable insights.

Network Monitoring
IP addresses are a widely used data source in cyber investigations and often represent a good
entry point to any investigation. It is therefore obvious why data from the Bitcoin network
seems intriguing at first glance.
It is important to understand though, that what
can be gathered from the network is the first
relayer, and not necessarily the individual or
entity performing the transaction. In order to
derive value from Bitcoin’s network data two
things are required:
-

A high connectivity to the network.

-

A historical collection of first relayers.

By looking at the network data from a temporal perspective it can be possible to correlate IP
addresses to specific clusters or entities, therefore providing an entry point for further
investigation.
Skry’s proprietary network observer is able to connect to a high percentile of the Bitcoin
network without disrupting the network’s traffic. Nodes are deployed strategically around the
globe and autonomously optimize their connections based on latency and geo-location, thus
ensuring the best possible view of the network.
ATTENTION By using VPN services or the Tor Network attackers can easily obfuscate the original connection.
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About Skry
Skry, Inc. is a private American software company,
specializing in Blockchain analytics and intelligence.
Founded in 2014, Skry is the leading entity in
providing end-to-end solutions that enable financial
institutions and law enforcement to derive real-time
business intelligence and risk assessment from
Blockchains, cryptocurrencies and decentralized
applications.

More Information
For more information, please contact a Skry
representative

at

inquiries@skry.tech

or

visit:

skry.tech.
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